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ABSTRACT

The invariant atomic parameters (dynamical vector and tensor polarizabilities) of
hydrogen-like atom in the ground 15i/2 state are calculated analytically by means of the
Laplace transform of the radial Schrodinger equation. The obtained analytical expressions
have been written in the compact form as a sum of linear and squared combinations of
Gauss hypergeometric functions jF). The frequency dependence of the invariant atomic
parameters is analyzed.
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1. Introduction

Investigation of the interaction between electromagnetic fields and atoms has now de-
veloped into one of the most vital areas of modern atomic physics and spectroscopy. A
traditionally important role is assigned here to hydrogen and hydrogen-like atoms as the
simplest quantum systems interacting with external fields. Over the past decade the study
of the behaviour of hydrogen-like atoms in electromagnetic fieids has been stimulated by
additional possibilities resulting from the use of powerful optical and infrared lasers (see,
e.g., the recent reviews [1, 2] and the works cited therein). The development of nonlinear
laser spectroscopy methods [3] has made it possible to study experimentally not only the
fine-structure of atomic levels in external field, but the hyperfine structure as well.

To describe quantitatively the perturbation of an atomic spectrum by an external
monochromatic field (the dynamical Stark effect) the important concept of invariant
atomic parameters was first proposed by Manakov and Ovsiannikov [4]. They have shown
that the shift and the splitting of an isolated atomic level in monochromatic laser field
can be described most naturally by means of the introduction of the scalar a,(u>), the
vector CCV(LJ] and the tensor ctt(w) dynamical polarizabilities corresponding to the scalar,
the antisymmetric and the symmetric Rayleigh scatterings of light by an atom. These
polarizabilities have also been shown to be equivalent to the scalar a, and the tensor at

atomic polarixabilities first introduced by Angel and Sandars for the case of a constant
field [5].

The polarizability tensor of an atom in a laser field can be written in the form [4, 6]:

iav(w) £,tn Fn a,(u>) Q,h, (1)
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where F denotes either the total atomic moment {F — I-\-J, I is the nuclear spin, J the
total electron moment of an atom) or the electron moment ( F = J), depending on the
problem under consideration, £,>„ is the completely antisymmetric Cartesian Levi-Chivita
pseudotensor, Q,k = FtFk + F^F; — | F ( F + l)£;t the quadrupolarization tensor, OJ the
frequency of an external monochromatic field. If the level widths are neglected, the scalar,
the vector and the tensor polarizabilities are real and have the following properties [7]:

The scalar polarizability a,(u:) in the ground ISJ/J state of hydrogen-like atom is
well known [8]. The tensor polarizability Q;(w) only arises in the ground state when the
hyperfine interaction between nuclei and electron is taken into account [9]. Its static
limit (UJ—>-0) was found to be equal to at{Q) = — 47a2/j/v/60 [9] (a is the fine-structure
constant, fifj the magnetic moment of a nucleus). The frequency dependence of O,(UJ)
for the ground state of atomic hydrogen was investigated analytically in [10]. The tensor
polarizabilities were also calculated numerically for the excited nSi/2 and rcPi/2 (n > 2)
states of a number of alkaline atoms placed both in a static [11] and in a. non-resonance
light field (for the fixed frequencies of neodymium and ruby lasers) [4].

The vector polarizability in the ground state of hydrogen-like atom can only arise due
to the relativistic (~a2) corrections stipulated by the spin-orbit interaction in excited
states and also by the relativistic (~Q2) corrections to the dipole moment operator [6].
Its asymptotical frequency dependence at small frequencies was found to be equal
to a,,(w-»G) = — 91/72 a2u [12]. In excited states of alkaline atoms vector polarizabilities
were calculated numerically for the frequencies of neodymium and ruby lasers [4].



In the present paper we derive analytical expressions for the vector av(ui) and the
tensor a,(ui) dynamical polarizabilities of hydrogen-like atom in the ground ISJ/2 state.
Such investigations are, in our opinion, important for at least two reasons. First, according
to equation (1), the vector and the tensor pokrizabilities determine the splitting of an
atomic level into the magnetic sublevels. The contribution of the vector polarizability
into the splitting only is not equal to zero in a circularly polarized light. For the ground
state of hydrogen-like atom it is of the order of a2 and can be measured experimentally in
a circularly polarized laser wave. As to the tensor polarizability, its contribution into the
splitting of the ground level is rather small (~o2^w). Nevertheless, as pointed out in [4],
the hyperfme structure of the atomic states with the total electron moment J = 1/2 (nS^/i
and nPi/2 states) is not destroyed by field up to E £ Eat. So, the tensor polarizability
in the ground state of hydrogen-like atom can be measured in a strong plane-polarized
laser field. For a static field (JJss 104 — 105 V/cm) such measurements had already been
done with a high precision [13]-[15]. Second, although the modern computational methods
applied to physics enable one to obtain numerical values of invariant atomic parameters for
practically any fixed Frequencies, the advantages of the analytical form are evident. Such a
representation, for instance, allows one to 'see' the functional behaviour of the parameter
over the whole frequency range, to establish the resonance regions and the behaviour
of the parameter near the resonances, to obtain different analytical asymptotics and so
on. Besides, it is of interest that invariant atomic parameters for hydrogen-like atoms
can be presented in the analytical form. This is, generally speaking, impossible for other
atoms [16].

We take into account the interaction of an atom with the electric vector

E[t) = £ Rc.{eer 1 = 1 (3)

of a laser field (the electric dipole approximation), neglecting the influence of the magnetic
component and the effects of the field spatial inhomogeneity [2]. In Sections 2 and 3 of
the paper the mechanisms of formation in the ground state of hydrogen-like atom are
analyzed and the compact analytical expressions are derived for the tensor ctf(w) and the
vector av(uj) dynamical polarizabilities, respectively. In Section 4 we discuss the results
obtained in Sections 2 and 3. The Coulomb units are used throughout the paper.

2. The dynamical tensor polarizability

Inasmuch as the total electron moment in the ground lS]/2 state of hydrogen-like atom
J =1/2 the tensor polarizability can only arise in this state due to the hyperfine interaction
between nuclei and electron [9]. The corresponding Schrodinger equation in the centre-
of-mass svstem of an atom has the form:

~ A - ~ + H

where

2/

hs
(4)

is the operator of the hyperfine interaction between atomic nucleus and electron [16],

= -h Z£cosuit,
+ 1

the electric dipole interaction of an atom with the laser wave (3). In this Section the wave
is considered to be plane-polarized. The quantization axis Z is assumed to be aligned
with the polarization vector of the wave. The mass fac or k^ appears because of the going
to the centre-of-mass system [17]. It will be omitted iu the subsequent text.

The following designations are used in (4); a is the fine-structure constant, / and
S the nuclear and the electron spin operators, respectively, //jv the nuclear magnetic
dipole moment, Q2 the nuclear quadrupole moment tensor, C^n) = Jixjb V2m(n) the
modified spherical function of rank 2, A-B and {A-By denote the scalar and the tensor
(of rank p) product of A and B, respectively.

As is known, the Z-component of the dipole moment induced by an external field in
the ground state of an atom can be written in the form [18]:

<f(m("(0 = Q,z(w)fcosu)t, (5)

where a,,(w) is the averaged Z Z-component of the polarizability tensor (1) in the unper-
turbed ground state of an atom. For the sake of simplicity we suppose here the averaging
to be made over the state with the maximum projection of the atomic total moment F.
Note that in our problem the total spin 7 + 5 and the projection mp of the total moment
are the conservative values, whereas the total moment itself is not conserved because of
the admixture of states with J^O to the ground state stipulated by the operators of the
hyperfine and the electric dipole interaction.

On the other hand, d^nd\t) is defined by the average value of the dipole moment
operator:

= -{*(?,!) I (6)

where the wavefunction *P(f, () is calculated from equation (4) in the second order of the
perturbation theory (PT):

r,(0
rhf,E + 'hi •

Here *t(0>{r,i) = ( l /v^) e lE""!e r XFF is the unperturbed wavefunction of hydrogen-
like atom in the ground IS1/2 state with the maximum projection of the total moment,
£M°) = - l / 2 the unperturbed energy of the ground state, \FF the sP'n Paft of the wave-
function corresponding to the total spin of an atom Fand its maximum projection mp — F.
Corrections to vpWfr, i) are stipulated by the electric dipoie interaction, the hyperfine in-
teraction and their combined action, respectively.

Comparing of equations (5) and (6} in view of equation (1) yields the following ex-
pression for the dynamical tensor polarizability of an atom in the ground state:

(7)



According to (7), in order to calculate cxt(w) we need the corrections g and
^ L j to the unperturbed wavefunction. Note that the central parts of the functions f}^
and yih}E-, determined by the central part of the hyperfine operator (4), can only contri-
bute to the scalar polarizability and therefore will not be considered here. Below by ^ ^
and 'J'Sjj• E arc meant the noncentral parts of the functions.

The correction ^J(f, t) was first calculated for hydrogen by Schwartz [19]. For hydro-
gen-like atom with an arbitrary nuclear spin it can be conveniently written in the form:

,- 0 = Q V?) (8)

vhere

and

\ 5 / ( 2 / - 1 ) 1/2 F F]

are the spin factors coming from the magnetic dipole-dipole and the quadrupole parts of
the hyperfine interaction (4), respectively, 0 denotes the direct product of the spherical
harmonic Y?[r>) and the spin function ^F, F = I ± 1/2.

The correction fyg (r, t) satisfies a standard quantum mechanical equation of the PT:

The solution of (9) will be sought in the form:

(9)

(10)

F'

The conservation of the total moment projection mf- = F restricts the number of sum-
mands in £;r< by two terms with F — F, F + 1.

Substituting equation (10) into equation (9) and separating angular and spin de-
pendences we obtain the following expressions for the radial functions f̂-j7+1(T",u;) =

(11)

where Tjf- = (4/A/3 ) C££ 10 and ijf+1 = -{1/-/F )Vr are the spin factors coming
£f l h G

jf ( / ) ££ 10 jf+1 {/ r
from the angular part of the electric dipole interaction (4), C£f lc the Clebsh-Gordan
coefficient.

Equations (11) are easily solved usine the Laplace transform method [20, 21]. Substi-
tution of the variables V'FF+J'",'*-') ~VF,F+i(r^hJ)/r a n t ' t n e Laplace transform with the

kernel ipF,F+i(r>ul) S've f°r (H) t n e following differential first-order equations:

(P - « l^-l'FF+iiV,^) + 2(2p- 1) (12)

The solutions of equations (12) are given by the linear combinations of the Gauss hyper-
geometric functions 2Fi [22]:

(13)

1 — K p — K.

' 1 +K p + K

where ^^'(p,u) is the spin-independent part of the solutions.
The expressions equivalent to equations (13) were first derived by Gavrila [23] in

studying of photon elastic scattering by atomic hydrogen. Similar expressions were later
obtained by many authors who investigated interaction of an atom with a light field (see,
e.g.. [S, 24]).

The correction ^/^(f , t) satisfies the equation obtained from equation (4) in the PT
second-order under the combined action of the electric dipole and the hyperfine interac-
tions:

^ r - 0 . (14)

(15)

$E(r , f) + HE(i) <y(P,0 + Nhl *y>(?,*) = i ^

The solution of (14) will be sought in the form similar to (10):

F'.l

Of all the summands in J2F' t ' n e ' e r m s with / = 1 and F — F, F +1 can only contribute to
Q((w) (see equation (7)), Substituting equation (15) into (14) and separating angular and
spin dependences we obtain the following expressions for the radial functions gF (r,tj) =
rg£l{r,u) and gl£,(r,u) = rg£\ ,(r,u)) :

2 (16)



where

r + 1 2F + 3 r

are the spin factors.
Equations (16) are solved by the Laplace transform method, as are equations (11). In

the Laplace variables they take the form:

2(2p - l )H& + 1 (p ,u ) = AFiF+1

2

(17)

The solutions of (17) art given by:

= AF,F+1

9(1 +«)E

[5,2 - 1 / K , 3 -

M+K
[4(2 - L/«)(p + «c)4]

1 — K p — K

1 4" K p -f K

1 — K p — K

' 1 + K P + K

where D^'f/J.uj) is the spin-independent part of the functions. The choice of the value
p= K as a lower limit in the integrals (18) ensures analytical behav'our of the functions
HFF+1(p,u,1) at this point, which corresponds to correct behaviour of the ra-
dial functions ^ F + I ^ W ) at infinity and is sufficient for the derivation of a unique
solution [24],

The calculation of the dyn, mical tensor polarizability (7) reduces to integration of the
^FJF+II '"^ ' ) - This integration, in its turn, can be reducedradial functions V3FF+l(r<w) ^"^ ^ F J F + I I ^ ) g

to differentiation of the corresponding Laplace transforms Fj?F+1(p,
with respect to the Laplace variable according to the scheme:

and

dp" P,U, (19)
P = l

F(p,w)= r
Jo

As a result, in the Lapla.ce variables equation (7) becomes:

(20)

On rearrangements with using equations (13), (18) and basic properties of the hyper-
geometric functions [22], equation (20) gives us the following analytical expression for the
dynamical tensor polarizability in the ground 15i/2 state of hydrogen-like atom:

(21)

2 ' V
K) 15(1

! (24K4 ^:> + 17K2 - 9 K - l)2Fi 5,2 - 1/K,3 - \/K,
V

-(12K4 ~ 4 K 3 - 2 1 K 2 + 8 K + 1) 2Fi\ 5,3 - l/re,4 - 1/K,

1 -K

I + K

K)2 - 2 2 F / 2 , 3 - 1/K,4 - 1/K,
V 1 + K

i + K

= 3^3 { j f / 5 , 2 - 1/K,3 - 1/K, 1 ^ ) / (2K



- I /K ,5 -

, 1,2,
T

K + l

,4 - 1/K, 5 -
(2K - 1)(1 +f

33«s - 63K" + 7,W - 51K2 + 16K - 2

( 3 K - 1)(3K4 + K2 + 2K - 2 )

6,1,2,-
K - 1

1800K

K ( 5 « 5 + 2K" + 3K 3 + K2 - 4K + 1) / K - 1
+ ^ T^ ^ ^ ' . i T T T

7K -16) f* + 1 \*

30(K-1) 2

3. The vector polarizability

It was first pointed out by Zhizhimov and Khriplovich [6] that the hydrogen (hydrogen-
like) atom in the ground state can possess the vector polarizability. According to [6],
it arises due to the spin-orbit splitting of excited levels, on the one hand, and due to
relativistic ( '-a2) correction to the atomic dipole moment operator, on the other. The
splitting of excited levels is caused by the spin-orbit interaction [18]

" 2 T ^
(22)

(here, as usual, I is the orbital moment operator, S the electron spin operator) in excited
states. The correction to the dipole moment operator appears when considering the
amplitude of clastic, dipole scattering of a light by an atom if the interaction of the optical
electron with an electromagnetic field is taken into account with a precision of relativistic
(~ v2/c'2) terms. At u/a <£ 1 the dipole moment with the relativistic correction can be
written as [6]:

rf=-r--aJ(px5j, (23)

where p is the momentum of the electron, x denotes the vector product.
The expression for the vector polarizability in the ground state of hydrogen-like atom

will be derived as well as the tensor polarizability, by calculating the induced dipole
moment of an atom in the state with the wavefunction

*(r, t) = + 0" (24)

where *(°>(f, i} = (l/v/5F) e~'E(°'' e"rAi/2m is the unperturbed wavefunction of the ground
IS1/2 state (without considering the hyperfine structure), X'i/2m the spin part of the
function. The corrections *jj ' (i — 1,2) and t j ^ E to the unperturbed wavefunction are
stipulated by the electric dipole interaction (without the relativistic correction!) and by
the combined action of it along with the spin-orbit interaction (22), respectively. The
functions <PE' (1 = 1,2) and ^WE are the analogous corrections but stipulated by the
relativistic (~cr2) term in the dipole moment operator (23). In equation (24) it has been
taken into account that the functions tfjij, (i = 1,2) are identically equal to zero for S-states
of an atom.

Averaging of the dipole moment operator (23) over the state (24) in view of equations
(1) and (3) yields the following expression for the vector polarizability:

(25)

\ (p x S). I ?, 0) + <*(0){r, t) | (r),

where J is the total electron moment of an atom. The electromagnetic wave (3) is con-
sidered to be circularly polarized.

To calculate- ajw) the results can be used obtained in Section 1. The first order
correction VK

E'(r,t) satisfies equation (9) as before. But now the function sought is given
by:

0 = (26)

3/2

Such a form corresponds to neglecting the hyperfine structure in comparison with the fine
structure of atomic levels. Using the analogy with equations (9 (13) one can immediately
write the Laplace transforms for the radial part of the function (26). Except for the spin
factors, they coincide with those given by (13):

f
JO

(27)

where

10



are the spin factors coming from the electric dipole interaction with a circularly polarized
light, e^ (^ = ±1,0) are the cyclic components of the polarization vector of light wave.

The correction ^ ^ ( r , t) satisfies equation (14) with the hyperfine interaction replaced
by the spin-orbit one. One should also take into account that the first order correction
$$ to the IS'I /J state is identically equal to zero. As a result, we obtain:

\- \ A - i

The solution of equation (28) is sought in the form:

(28)

(29)

According to equation (25), of all the surnmands in J2j,l t n e terras with / = 1 and J =
1/2,3/2 can only contribute to au(w).

The radial equations for the function (29) can be easily obtained by comparing of equa-
tions (28) and (14) in view of the same radial dependence of the hyperfine (4) (noncentral
part) and the spin-orbit (22) operators. In the Laplace variables, except for the spin
factor, they coincide with equations (17) without the nonintegral term in the right-hand
side. The solutions of the Laplace equations are written by analogy with (18):

(30)

dt(

where is the spin-independent part of the solutions,

= 1/2, 3/2

the spin factor.
As well as the dynamical tensor polarizability (7), the vector polarizability (25) is

calculated by means of the reduction of radial integration to differentiation of the Laplace
transforms (27) and (30) according to the scheme (19). As a result, in the Laplace
variables we obtain:

= crs(7(+w) - i(- (31)

— Gw(p,w)
P=\

Here the functions * ( ± ) (p , t j ) are defined by equation (13), the derivatives <lGl-±)(p,u})/dp
have already been calculated in equation (20).

11
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Equation (31) gives us the following analytical expression for the vector polarizability
in the ground lSi/2 state of hydrogen-like atom:

, , 2 9 K 3

9(1

- 2

~T K

1 +K

1 + s l 2n

with the functions A(K) and (n = 2,3,5,6) given by equation (21).

4. Conclusions

As is known (see, e.g, [8, 24]), the scalar dynamical polarizability of hydrogen-like atom
»s(w) can be represented as a linear combination of the hypergeometric functions 2F\-
The expressions for the dynamical tensor and vector polarizabilities, as seen from equa-
tions (21) and (32), contain both linear and quadratic combinations of the functions 1F1,
This is evidently due to the fact that the corrections 1lf}iE(r,t) and * ^ £ ( r , t), used in the
calculation of at(uj) and aL(uj), respectively, are obtained from the inhomogeneous differ-
ential equations (14) and (28) with inhomogeneity stipulated by the correction # £ (f, f)
responsible for a,(oj).

In the static limit (w -*• 0, «;-*•!) the value of A(K —> 1) is 3/2, the values of
Bn(K -+ 1) (n = 2,3,5,6) reduce to zero1 and for the tensor polarizability (21) we have:

47

with 17̂  and ̂  given by equation (8). For atomic hydrogen in the triplet ground state
(/ = 1/2, F= 1, Q = 0) this formula gives us well-known static Sandars's result2 [9]:

47 2

40

'The divergence of B5(K] and Bs{n) at K-> 1 is in fact fictitious and can be readily eliminated by the
1'Hospitale theorem,

2[t should be remembered, however, that Sandars uses a somewhat different definition for the spin
part of the polarizability operator (1). Therefore o12 = 2a,/3 (on is the static tensor polarizability in
the Sandars's designations [9]).
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Figure 1: The parameters a,(w) • dashed line, av(uj)/a2 - flash-dotted line and
a,(aj)/rr2/(,v solid line, for atomic hydrogen in the ground IS1/2 state

As to the vector polarizability (32), at w — [I it is equal to zero in accordance with
properties (2). Its value at small nonzero frequencies can be easily obtained by means of
expansion of av(io) as a power series in tt>. Two terms in (32), enclosed in curly braces, are
stipulated by the relativistic correction to the dipole moment operator and by the spin-
orbit interaction, respectively. The expansion of the first of them iti the approximation
linear in uj yields —9O2LJ/2. The analogous expansion of the second one yields 233a2w/72.
The total contribution from both terms determines the vector polarizability of hydrogen-
like atom at small frequencies:

nJu -> 0) = —— a2bj ,
72

which is in complete agreement, with the results of the paper [12]. For the frequencies of
neodymium (wv = 43.76 xlfr3 a.u., Aw = 106 xl(Te cm) and ruby (U>JV = 66.79 xlCT3 a.u.,
\R = 69.43 x 1CT6 cm) lasers this value is of the order of 10~B a.u. in accordance with the
estimations obtained in [4] by numerical calculations-

Figure 1 presents the plot of a,(w) and o-,,(w) for the ground state of hydrogen, obtained
by numerical tabulation of the functions (21) and (32), in comparison with that of a,(ui),
taken from the paper [24]. It might be useful to point out some distinguishing features
of the frequency dependence of dynamical tensor and vector polarizabilities. First, the
presence of quadratic combinations of hypergeometric functions brings about a substantial
change in the structure of poles of the functions at{u) and av(iti) compared with as(u): in
the neighbourhood of the poles (the resonance frequencies of the Lyman aeries) at(u>) and
O^(UJ) behave as even functions. Secondly, at the frequency u>~ 0.43 a.u. (the wavelength

13

A = 1.05 xlO 5 cm), in the region where the atomic hydrogen medium would be absolutely
transparent (a,(w) = 0) if the tensor polarizability was disregarded, at(u) is different from
zero and equals ~ - 3 . 5 Q 2 ^ ^ , which is nearly three times as large as the static value and
hence can be experimentally detected by laser spectroscopy techniques.
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